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Painting of a tepary bean field by Leonard Chana, a young Papago artist living at Sells, Arizona. In this scene of
a traditional floodwater field, one can see the bean crop in front of maize, and weeds (canyon ragweed, grass).
In the foreground are the family's seedstocks in various containers (white tepary beans in the jar; brown
teparies in the devil's claw- decorated basket). To the left is a woman threshing beans on a tarp, and in the
foreground round -tailed ground squirrels which the Papago call "desert prairie dogs." In the left background is a
small wash or ditch with brush weirs diverting floodwaters toward the field.

Growing Teparies in the Desert. Tepary beans have
been grown as a crop in the Sonoran Desert for as long as the
indigenous O'odham people can remember. Indeed, the repeated
discovery of tepary beans in prehistoric ruins and caves leaves
little doubt that man's utilization of this food plant is of great
antiquity. Teparies are not a mere cultivar of the common bean
( Phaseolus vulgaris), but rather represent a distinct species
adapted to hot desert conditions, Phaseolus acutifolius. Both
wild and cultivated forms of the species are proper residents of
the hot country of southern Arizona and adjacent Mexico.

Wild Phaseolus acutifolius is essentially a summer -
ephemeral adapted to germinate only if and when heavy thun-
derstorms occur. As with other desert ephemerals, there has
been selection in the wild for long -term seed viability to cope
with the likelihood of a series of drought years. This attribute
seems to carry over to the cultivated forms and has allowed the
O'odham to store viable seed through long drought cycles.
Another attribute of desert ephemerals is an extremely rapid
life- cycle. Teparies must germinate, grow, photosynthesize
and mature a crop of seeds in response to brief seasonal rain.
They will be dead and dry within weeks of having germinated.

The thunderstorm agriculture of the O'odham carries the
summer -ephemeral phenomenon to its logical extreme by
enhancing, controlling and modifying it for production of food.
It is indeed fascinating that a chief summer -ephemeral cultivar
of the O'odham is a cultivated form of the endemic wild

summer -ephemeral Phaseolus acutifolius!
Scientists are now beginning to catalog the physiologic and

morphologic features of the tepary which make it such a
successful crop in the desert. Like many other desert plants,
the tepary has a root which extends to water at great depth.
This allows it to survive while common beans (Phaseolus
vulgaris, adapted to other ecological conditions) would die as
the top layers of soil become desiccated soon after a rainfall.
Modern -day farmers are fascinated by yet another desert adap-
tation of the tepary: extra irrigation produces extremely leafy
plants often with few beans, but holding water back causes
plants to set and mature a heavy crop of beans! With increasing
costs of pumping water in central and southern Arizona, and
with falling water -tables, a crop which reacts positively to the
thunderstorm season and responds well when under -irrigated
could seem like a dream come true. But a considerable amount
of research and development lies ahead. The present issue of
Desert Plants reports initial success with hybridizing tepary
and common beans, but can only point to the possibility of
producing a breakthrough in the form of a desert -adapted
hybrid major commercial cultivar which, although grown in
the desert, could find a market elsewhere. This Desert Plants
issue also touches on the need for improving techniques for
innoculating and enhancing nitrogen fixation in desert
legumes, an approach which would improve production of not
only teparies but other potential crops.


